Oak
Installation Guide

Instructions
All wall and ceiling fixtures are to be installed by a qualified electrician, do not attempt to install any
products unless you are qualified to do so.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. 		
		
		

Unbox and check all components prior to assembly/installation.
Please refer to the rear of the page for further details on canopy installation.
Feed the flex and wire support through the shade and o-rings, prepare the canopy for 			
installation.
This fixture weighs 2kg. Please ensure the canopy is attached into a structural element in the 		
ceiling that is certified fo this weight. Please also ensure the correct fasteners are used.
Fully install the canopy to the ceiling and fasten the flex and support wire at the preferred 		
hanging height, space the o-rings at equal distances along the length of the flex. Feed additional
flex through the ceiling to allow for future height adjustments.
This light is supplied with an 9w dimmable LED globe, if you are substituting the globe please		
select a similar globe specification. Please note that for all international orders (excluding New 		
Zealand) the globe is not supplied, please source a globe with similar specifications.
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Oak
Installation Guide
Canopy Mounting

1.
Remove magnetically
attached Cosmetic Plate,
taking care not to damage
surrounding lip.

2.
Undo three screws and
remove Tool Plate.

3.
Fix Canopy Shell to
ceiling through 5mm slots
(fasteners not included)

4.
Connect mains power
supply and earth
connection to the canopy
terminal block.

5.
Slide Cosmetic Plate and
Tool Plate onto suspension
wire and flex. Then install
Canopy Cord Grip onto flex.

6.
Connect flex into canopy
terminal block.

7.
Reinstall Tool Plate with
suspension wire fed
through both plates.

8.
Reinstall Cosmetic Plate.

Mounting Options

Standard

Flush Trimless**

Flush Recessed**

(Bracket Not Supplied)

(Bracket Not Supplied)

Safety Precautions
•
•
•
•
•
•

All products are to be installed by a certified electrician.
Please refer to the instructions and canopy mounting stages for the installation of the fixture.
Please do not modify or adjust any fixture in a way that is not clearly stated or intended.
All lighting products are intended solely for indoor use.
When switching out light globes or cleaning the product please ensure the power is OFF and
the globe is not hot.
Ross Gardam™ is not responsible for any damages caused by not following the provided
instructions.

For further information such as care and maintenance, product overviews and disclaimers, please visit
our website. Please don’t hesitate to contact us directly if you have any questions and enquiries at
support@rossgardam.com.au

60W MAX.,A.C.,50Hz, 220-240V
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